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MUSIC ENERGIZES NEW BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS
Original song makes a good read even better.
TV shows and movies have theme songs, why not books?
Award-winning author Bruce Edwards performs an original
song featured in his new book The Age of Amy: Channel ’63.
His whimsical music video adds another dimension to the
story and broadens the appeal of book #3 in this series for
young adults.

About the Book
What if you could tune your TV to the year 1963, and watch
—live? A new theme park attraction allows visitors to not only
observe, but talk with the people of that turbulent decade.
For 16-year-old Amy, it’s the perfect escape from her own
time, and the hardships of being a 21st century teenager.
But when she falls for a charming teenage boy from yesteryear, things get complicated. Building a relationship across
time proves difficult, especially while computers bleep any
language that might impact the future. Happily, Amy acquires
a "magic clicker" which defeats this annoying restriction. But
gaining the ability to speak freely comes with a heavy
responsibility: Amy now has the power to alter history!

About the Series
The Age of Amy books feature an unconventional teenage
protagonist who struggles to make sense of the times she
was born into. The stories address the challenges facing
today’s youth, against a backdrop of social change. "I delve
beneath the surface of issues,” says author Bruce Edwards,
“and what better way to do that than through fantasy?"

About the Author
Bruce Edwards is a former Hollywood film animator. As a
composer and musician, he wrote rock tunes and radio
jingles, and toured as a pop music artist. His other creative
endeavors include a stint as a puppeteer and performing
Magic at Disneyland. Mr. Edwards lives in Orange County,
California.
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